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Bxamination of an infant; or a struggling We found Miss Manning in a women's ward. 
ohild is to place it on the lap of Someone seated in a workmanlilie overall, which her pupils a160 
on a chair facing a yrindow. The exhminer wear, giving massage to a pati'ent. Later 1 
occupies a second chair at right angles to the accompanied her to the gymnasium, and.,thertr 
first, and placed as may be most convenient to saw something of her methods. 
the right hand or to the left, and, spreading 8 On &n average about 25 cases Game to the 

'. t Q W d  across his or her knees, lowerg the child's hospital daily for the special, treatment giverr 
bead backwards until it is fifmly held between in the physical department, 'oases of spinal CUY- 

hands are left free fop whatever,further mani- nastics,' neuritis, paralysis, and many others.. 
pulations may be required in the.examjnation and last, but not least, many cases sf fracture, 
or treatment. If' the lids are m&& and slip- 1\/ziss l!fanning says .that at first she'was afraid 
gery, it is often well to cover one 'finger of each for the fracture cases which were put into no. 
hand with a linen cloth, so as to inbrease onb's splints, and had massage' fmm the first, but 
hold upon the shin surface. Wheh the lids are now she is quite happy about them, at  leafib 
much swollen, or, on account of extreme sensi- with patients who will exercisq a reasonable. 
$iveness to light, there is spasmodic contracture amount of care. The little urchins of the, 
Qf the eyelids, it is often difficult $0 get the lids neighbourhood are quite' obliviaus to the need' 
properly separated by drawing theam apart with f a '  any special care-of a COk?S' fracture, for* 
the fingers alone. In. such a case the nurse instance, and will readily take part in a street 
ought to havs at hand, for the surgeon's use, fight with the injured member, and make. 
Some artificial retractors, such as Desmarre's such use of i t  as they can 'quite casuaIly. 
or McGillivray's. I n  the separation of the lids, Amongst the patients aI'e some whom one 
however, the utmost care must always be taken would not espect to find suffering from neuritis :- 
$0 avoi? scratching or abrading the corfiea or for instance, n blacli.smith, whose sturdy right 
exerting firm pressure upon the eyeball. In  the arm is being treated, and a butcher, who hag. 
former case a slight abrasion may, by septic in- injured his arm in lifting a heavy. carcase.. 
fection, become a serious ulcer, and when one There are many childreh amongst the p@tients,. 
is esamining an eye for the first time which and one Aittle 'boy ,was esercising, and ap-- 
has been exposed to injury, or which may be parently enjoying the process, on a bar fixed 
deeply ulcerated, or has recently been opened across the,, room., 
into by operation, any undiie'pressure upon the IT there are any spe6ially interesting cases, in 
,eyeball may lead to espulsion of some' of the the wards, hI&? &fanning gives a demonstration. 
mntents of the eye with disastrous resylts; for to the pupils, if the case is a suitable one. They 
instance, escape of the .aqueous, prolap'se of'the also have leetyres from the visitmg physician. 
iris, and, in larger wounds, loss of the lens or It is interesting to learn that some of the 
vitreous. keenest and .best pupils are' the army in-- 
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' ' the knees rtncl supported on the towel. Both' vature, which benefit much from physlcal gym-. ' 
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